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Abstra t. In this paper we introdu e and study a

we

lass of tableaux whi h

all permutation tableaux; these tableaux are naturally in bije tion with

permutations, and they are a distinguished subset of the

-diagrams of Alex

Postnikov [7, 9℄. The stru ture of these tableaux is in some ways more transparent than the stru ture of permutations; therefore we believe that permutation
tableaux will be useful in furthering the understanding of permutations. We
give two bije tions from permutation tableaux to permutations. The rst bije tion

arries tableaux statisti s to permutation statisti s based on relative sizes

of pairs of letters in a permutation and their pla es. We

weak ex edan e statisti s be ause of their
The se ond bije tion

all these statisti s

lose relation to weak ex edan es.

arries tableaux statisti s (via the weak ex edan e sta-

tisti s) to statisti s based on generalized permutation patterns. We then give
enumerative appli ations of these bije tions.

For example, we give generat-

ing fun tions enumerating permutation tableaux a

ording to their

ontent,

whi h therefore enumerate permutations a

ording to the number of o

ren es of various generalized patterns. We

on lude our paper with a list of

ur-

open problems.

1.

Introdu tion

The aim of this arti le is to advertise a new

lass of tableaux together with two

urious bije tions for the study of permutations. We

tableaux; they are naturally in bije

all these tableaux

permutation

tion with permutations, and are a distinguished

subset of Alex Postnikov's

-diagrams [7℄, whi h were enumerated by the se ond

author [9℄ be ause of their

onne tion with the totally nonnegative part of the

Grassmannian.

partition  = (1 ; : : : ; k ) is P
a weakly de reasing sequen e of non, where i = m, the Young diagram Y of
shape  is a left-justied diagram of m boxes, with i boxes in the i-th row.
k
We dene a permutation tableau Tn to be a partition  su h that Y is ontained
in a k  (n
k ) re tangle, together with a lling of the boxes of Y with 0's and 1's
Re all that a

negative integers. For a partition

su h that the following properties hold:
(1) Ea h

olumn of the re tangle

(2) There is no

0 whi

h has a

ontains at least one

1 above it in the same

1.

olumn

and a 1 to its left

in the same row.
We

all su h a lling a

valid

lling of

Y . Observe that the requirement in (1)
n k olumns, whereas the number of

implies that the Young diagram must have
rows may be smaller than

k.
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If we forget the requirement (1) above we re over the denition of a

-diagram [7℄.

Figure 1 gives an example of a permutation tableau.
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k = 7; n = 17
 = (10; 9; 9; 8; 5; 2)

Figure 1. A permutation tableau

We will also think of a permutation tableau

1's, and 2's,

Tnk

as a

k  (n

k)

array of

0's,

by simply taking the previous des ription of a permutation tableaux

and putting a

2

in every box of the re tangle whi h is not in

Y ,

as in Figure 2.

We position the partition shape so that its top row lies at the top of the re tangle;
therefore the 2's

ut out a (rotated) Young diagram in the southeast

orner of the

re tangle.
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k = 7; n = 17
 = (10; 9; 9; 8; 5; 2)

Figure 2. Another representation of a permutation tableau

Postnikov [8℄ has des ribed a map that takes permutation tableaux

a

k  (n k ) re

tangle to permutations in

ontained in

Sn with k weak ex edan es. In this paper

we give a simpler des ription of this map, prove that it is a bije tion, and show that
this map in fa t preserves many more statisti s. Namely, the numbers of 0's, 1's
and 2's, respe tively, in a permutation tableau equal
ertain statisti s dened on the
ounts pairs of indi es

ertain linear

ombinations of

orresponding permutation. Ea h of these statisti s

(i; j ) in a permutation, a

ording to the relative sizes of the

letters in those pla es and the pla e numbers themselves.

These statisti s were

dened by Corteel in [5℄.
We then dene another bije tion, taking permutations to permutations and
translating the statisti s mentioned above into
eralized permutation patterns. These

ertain linear

ombinations of gen-

ombinations between them

ontain pre isely

half the generalized patterns of length 3 with one dash (see Se tion 4).
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We
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on lude our paper by giving various enumerative appli ations of our bije -

tions. The stru ture of permutation tableaux is in many ways more transparent
than the stru ture of permutations, and hen e lends itself more easily to enumeration.

For example, by using our bije tions together with results of the se ond

author [9℄, we are able to give the entire distribution of permutations a
to the number of o

urren es of the generalized pattern

(2 31).

ording

This is the rst

su h result for any pattern of length 3 (or more). However, this parti ular result,
although rst

onje tured by the present authors, was rst proved by Corteel [5℄,

whose work provided us with a
Another interesting

ru ial pie e of the puzzle solved here.

onsequen e of the results presented here is that the statisti

ounting permutation tableaux a

ording to the number of rows and number of 0's

is an Euler-Mahonian statisti , that is, has the same distribution as the bistatisti
on permutations

onsisting of the number of des ents and the major index. It fol-

lows that if we dene
tableaux

Tnk a

izes to Carlitz'
re ent

2.

Dk;n (p; q; r)

to be the polynomial enumerating permutation

0's, 1's, and 2's, then Dk;n (p; q; r) spe ialq -analog of the Eulerian numbers [4℄, as well as to the more

ording to the number of
lassi al

q -analog of the Eulerian numbers that was studied in [9℄.

Bije tion from Permutation Tableaux to Permutations

In this se tion we des ribe a bije tion
tions. More pre isely,

 is a bije

 from permutation tableaux to permuta-

tion from permutation tableaux

Tnk to permuta-

group Sn with k weak ex edan es. Here, a weak ex edan e
 is a value  (i) su h that  (i)  i. In this situation we say that i
is a weak ex edan e bottom of  and that  (i) is a weak ex edan e top of  . To make
the notation less umbersome, we abbreviate these as wexbottoms and wextops, respe tively. Non-weak ex edan e bottoms and non-weak ex edan e tops are dened
in the obvious way, in terms of i and  (i) su h that  (i) < i, and are abbreviated
non-wexbots and non-wextops, respe tively. The number of weak ex edan es in 
will be denoted wex  . Also, we let wexbotsum be the sum of all the wexbottoms
in  .

tions in the symmetri
of a permutation

We remark that Postnikov [8℄ dened a map that is equal to
tion was mu h more

diagrams.

T

Before giving the bije tion

k
n

 but his des

ompli ated and went through the intermediate step of

, we must dene the diagram D(Tnk ) asso

rip-

web

iated with

Y ontained in the
n
tangle as giving a path (the partition path) P = fPi gi=1 of length n

as follows. Regard the south-east border of the partition

k  (n

k ) re

from the northeast

orner of the re tangle to the southwest

orner of the re tangle:

1 to n a ording to
0's from Tnk and repla e

label ea h of the (unit) steps in this path with a number from
the order in whi h the step was taken. Then, remove the
ea h

1

in

Tnk

with a vertex. We will

all the top vertex in ea h

olumn a white

v , draw an
v to either
olumn, or to one of the labels from 1 to n. The

vertex and all other verti es bla k verti es. Finally, from ea h vertex
edge to the east and an edge to the south; ea h su h edge should
a

losest vertex in the same row or

onne t

diagram D(Tnk ). See Figure 3.
k
We now dene the permutation  = (Tn ) via the following pro edure. For
k
ea h i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, nd the orresponding position on D (Tn ) whi h is labeled by i.
If the label i is on a verti al step of P , start from this position and travel straight
k
west as far as possible on edges of D (Tn ). Then, take a zig-zag path southeast,

resulting pi ture is the

4
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1
2
3
54
8
Figure 3.

7

6

The diagram of a tableau.

The topmost

olumn be omes a white vertex, and the other

1's

1

in ea h

be ome bla k

verti es.

1
2
3
54
8

7

6

Figure 4. The paths taken by 1 and 6:

by traveling on edges of

D(Tnk )

 (1) = 7,  (6) = 2.

south and east and turning at ea h opportunity

(i.e. at ea h new vertex). This path will terminate at some label

 (i) = j .

If

i

in the row of
step of

P,

is not

i)

j  i, and we let

onne ted to any edge (equivalently, if there are no verti es

then we set

 (i) = i.

Similarly, if the label

i

is on a horizontal

start from this position and travel north as far as possible on edges of

D(Tnk ). Then, as before, take a zig-zag path south-east, by traveling on edges of
D(Tnk ) east and south, and turning at ea h opportunity. This path will terminate
at some label j < i, and we let  (i) = j .
See Figure 4 for a pi ture of the path taken by i.
The following three lemmas are

lear from the

onstru tion above.

Lemma 1. In (Tnk ), the letter i is a xed point if and only if there is an entire

row in Tnk that has no 1's and whose right hand edge is labeled by i. In parti ular,
n; n 1; : : : ; n m + 1 are xed points in  if and only if the bottom m rows of Tnk
(in the k  (n k ) re tangle) onsist entirely of 2's.

Lemma 2. Any dire ted step in a path on D(Tnk ) determines the path ompletely.
k
It follows that (Tn ) is a permutation.

Tnk is the permutation tableau whose diagram is
k
Figures 3 and 4, then (Tn ) = 74836215.
As an example, if

given in
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Lemma 3. The weak ex edan e bottoms of  = (Tnk ) are pre isely the labels on

the verti al edges of P . The non-weak ex edan e bottoms of  are pre isely the
labels on the horizontal edges of P . In parti ular, (Tnk ) is a permutation in Sn
with pre isely k weak ex edan es.

Theorem 4. The map  is a bije tion from permutation tableaux to permutations.
Proof. To prove that  is a bije tion, we will give an expli it des ription of its
inverse, again via an algorithmi



a1 : : : a n
b1 : : : bn

biword



pro edure. First we need to dene a

point

in any

also.

A relative xed point is a pair

letter among the

ai 's

, where the

relative xed

are distin t integers and the

(bp ; ap ) su h that if ap is the j -th
ai then bpis also the j -th smallest letter among the bi .

For example, in

5314
6213

, the pair

(2; 3) is a relative xed


the se ond smallest letter in its row.

a1 : : : a n
1 ::: n

Note that we will use the biword notation

a1 : : : an .
a1 : : : a n

bi 's

smallest

point, sin e ea h is


as an alternative repre-

sentation of the permutation
Let

 be the permutation

. We now give the pro edure for

1 ::: n

 1 ().

0. Compute the weak ex edan e bottoms of
in

Tnk (see Lemma 3). Let ~ = .

1. Che k for relative xed points in

~ .

If

 to get the shape of the partition

(i; j ) is a relative xed point then ll

with 0's the as yet undetermined part of the row
ex edan e bottom

i.

Re ompute

2. Suppose we have determined the
look at the next

~

omputing

orresponding to the weak

by removing the relative xed points.

ontent of the

k rightmost

olumns. Then

olumn to the left, whi h is indexed by a non-ex edan e

r (that is, by the label on the horizontal step at the bottom of that
r ! ar in  uniquely determines the
position p of the highest 1 in the olumn orresponding to r , sin e there
is a unique zig-zag path going ba kwards (north-west) from ar to a box in
the olumn above i. Insert a 1 at that position and 0's in all boxes above

bottom

olumn (Lemma 3)). Knowing that

it whi h are in the same
boxes below

p.

olumn.

Also, insert

p must also be 1's be

relative xed point in

It is

lear from this

~ .

~ .)

Let

~

 = 514263.

by removing the

olumn

ar
r

from

Tnk will be a permu-

he k that the map des ribed above is indeed the



Sin e

our permutation tableau

0 below the 1 then

also, implying that
 wehad a

onstru tion that our resulting tableau

.

Example 5.

a6 =
6 6,

Redu e

0

Go to step 1.

tation tableau. And it is easy to
inverse of

into all undetermined

ause otherwise, if there were some

everything to its left would have to be a

the biword for

1's

(Note that we know that all nonzero boxes below position



Tnk

is in

S6

will be

resulting tableau is shown in Figure 5).

and has three weak ex edan es and
ontained in a

33

re tangle (the

As in step 0, we want to rst

the shape of the asso iated partition. Sin e

ompute

1; 3; 5 are the wexbottoms, and 2; 4; 6

are the non-wexbottoms, this uniquely determines a path (the

partition path) from

6
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1
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1
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1
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1
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6
Figure 5. The permutation tableau for

the northeast

orner of the re tangle to the southwest

 = 514263
orner of the re tangle with

1; 3; 5 and horizontal steps in positions 2; 4; 6. That is, our
partition has the shape (3; 2; 1). We now draw this partition, labeling the edges of its
southeast border a ordingly with the numbers 1; : : : ; 6, and set 
~ = (5; 1; 4; 2; 6; 3).
Going to step 1, we see that 
~ has no relative xed points.
Going to step 2, the fa t that 2 ! 1 in  implies that the rightmost olumn
verti al steps in positions

(whi h

onsists of a single box)





permutation 
~ = 51 12 43 24 65 36

ontains a 1 in the top row. We now redu e the





by removing (2; 1), obtaining 
~ = 51 43 24 65 36 .
Going ba k to step 1, we see that there are no relative xed points in 
~.
Going to step 2, sin e 4 ! 2 in 
~ it is lear that the highest box in the olumn
indexed by 4 must ontain a 1. All undetermined 
boxes below
 this 1 must ontain
5
4
2
6
3
1's also. We now redu e the permutation 
~ = 1 3 4 5 6 by removing 4 ! 2,





obtaining 
~ = 51 43 65 36

.

(3; 4).
3 onsists
of
zeros.

5
4
6
3
5
6
3
Now we redu e the permutation 
~ = 1 3 5 6 , obtaining ~ = 1 5 6 .
Going to step 2, sin e 6 ! 3 in 
~ the top box in the olumn orresponding to
6 has a 1. All undetermined boxes below that ontain 1's. We have now lled in
Going ba k to step 1, we now see that

~

has the relative xed point

Therefore the undetermined part of the
 row orresponding to

all

olumns of the tableau  obtaining the permutation tableau in Figure 5  so we

are done.

3.

How  translates statisti s

The six permutation statisti s in the following denition will be related to the
statisti s re ording the numbers of 0's, 1's and 2's in permutation tableaux. The
rst four of these rene Postnikov's denition of alignment [7℄ (see [9℄); all of these
statisti s were dened by Corteel [5℄;
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Denition 6.

Given a permutation

AEE(i)
ANN (i)
AEN (i)
ANE (i)
CEE(i)
CNN (i)

=
=
=
=
=
=

7

 = a1 a2 : : : an , let
fj j j < i  ai < aj g;
fj j aj < ai < i < j g;
fj j j  aj < ai < ig;
fj j ai < i < j  aj g;
fj j j < i  aj < ai g;
fj j ai < aj < i < j g:

We then set

AEE () =

X

i

jA

EE

(i)j;

and likewise for the other ve statisti s.
Observe that if we draw the permutation as a
Figure 6, then

j 2 A (i) means that the

and roughly point in the same dire

hord diagram on a

ir le, as in

i and j do not interse t
tion; we will say that this is an alignment of
hords starting at i and j ross ea h other; we
hords starting at

j 2 C (i) then the
rossing of type C . Note that the subs ripts in our notation
whether the positions i and j are wexbottoms or non-wexbottoms of the

type A .

And if

will say that this is a
refer to

permutation. For example, in Figure 6, the
alignment of type
type

CNN .

ANE ,

and the

hords beginning at

hords beginning at

7

6

and

4

3 and 5 form an

form a

rossing of

8

5

1
4

Figure 6. A

2

3

2

hord diagram for the permutation

65187243

Theorem 7. Let T (d; a; b; ) be the set of permutation tableaux with d rows, (n d)
olumns, a 0's, b 1's and 2's. Let M (d; a; b; ) be the set of all permutations  2 Sn
with

 d = wex(),
 a = A () + A () + A
 b = C () + C (),
 = A ().
Then jT (d; a; b; )j = jM (d; a; b; )j.
EE

NN

EE

NN

EN

(),

NE

To prove the above result, we will show that

M (d; a; b; ).

 is a bije

The stru ture of the argument is as follows:

tion from

T (d; a; b; ) to

8
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First we prove, in Proposition 8, that under
to exa tly

alignments of type

ANE

Se ond, in Proposition 9, we prove that
of bla k verti es in the diagram



in

(n k).

b

D.

.

, the 20 s in Tnk

orrespond

CEE ()+CNN () equals the number
CEE () + CNN () =

This implies that

omplete the proof with the following argument. Let m = AEE ( ) +
ANN ()+AEN(). We know that a+b+ = k(n k). Corteel [5℄ proved that
AEE () + ANN () + AEN () + ANE () + CEE () + CNN () = (k 1)(n k).
Therefore m + + b (n k ) = (k 1)(n k ), whi h implies that m + + b =
k (n k ) = a + b + , and hen e m = a.
Proposition 8. If (Tnk ) =  then the number of 2's in Tnk is equal to the number
of alignments of type ANE in  .
Proof. Re all that if  = (Tnk ) then the wexbottoms and the non-wexbottoms
of



We

orrespond to the labels of the verti al and horizontal steps, respe tively, in

the south east border of the partition underlying
every 2 in

T

k
n

Tnk .

Note that the position of

an be given by spe ifying the label of the edge above it and the edge

i of the edge above it will be a non-wexbottom, and the label
j > i, and j
is a wexbottom, and i is a non-wexbottom, the pair (i; j ) is pre isely an alignment
of type ANE . Conversely, any alignment of type ANE is a pair (i; j ) where i < j ,
and i is a non-wexbottom, and j is a wexbottom. This implies that i is the label of
a horizontal step, and j is the label of a verti al step. The fa t that i < j implies
that the box of the tableau indexed as above by i and j ontains a 2.


to its left. The label

j>i

of the edge to its left will be a weak ex edan e bottom. Sin e

Proposition 9. Under the bije tion , there is a one-to-one orresponden e between bla k verti es in the diagram of the permutation tableau, and rossings of
types CEE and CNN in the permutation.

Proof.

Re all that bla k verti es

orrespond to those 1's in a tableau that are not

D be the diagram of Tnk , and let  = (a1 ; : : : ; an ) be
k
(Tn ). We will onstru t a map  (indu ed by ) whi h takes ea h rossing (i; j )
(where i < j ) of type CEE or CNN in  to a bla k vertex d in D , and show that this
is a bije tion. The map  is dened as follows. Let (i; j ) be a rossing of type CEE
or CNN . We laim that the paths (i ! ai ) and (j ! aj ) interse t in a unique edge.
If that edge is horizontal, then let d be the left vertex of the edge. If that edge is
verti al, then let d be the bottom vertex of the edge.
First we need to show that the paths (i ! ai ) and (j ! aj ) interse t in an edge.
We will prove this when (i; j ) is a rossing of type CEE ; the proof for CNN is similar.
Sin e i < j and ai < aj , it is lear that the paths must ross ea h other at least

topmost in their

olumns. Let

on e.
Consider the rst point

x at whi

h the path

We will show that the interse tion here will

(j ! aj ) interse

ts the path

(i ! ai ).

ontain an edge. Clearly this interse -

tion must be in the zig-zag portion of the path

(i ! ai ). If we let d1 ; d2 ; : : : ; dt be
(i ! ai ) in its zig-zag portion,

the sequen e of verti es en ountered by the path

D between
dr+1 . Note that if the path (j ! aj ) interse ts the path (i ! ai ) in
only the point x (rather than an edge ontaining x), then it is easy to seeusing
ondition (2) in the denition of permutation tableauxthat x must a tually be a
vertex in D , lo ated between some dr and dr +1 . This is a ontradi tion.

then, by
any

dr

onstru tion of that path, there are no verti es in the diagram

and
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Next, we show that the paths

(i ! ai ) and (j ! aj ) interse

t in a

9

unique edge.

If the two paths were to interse t a se ond time (and they may indeed interse t

vertex), then this interse tion must take pla e in the zig-zag portion of
both paths. Su h a point e of interse tion must be approa hed via a south step by
(i ! ai ) and must be approa hed via an east step by (j ! aj ). But then, a ording
to the pro edure dening , the path (i ! ai ) will immediately turn east, and the
path (j ! aj ) will immediately turn south. Therefore this interse tion is not an

again in a

edge interse tion.
We have thus shown that

 indu

es a well-dened map from

rossings to bla k

verti es. We will now show that this map is a bije tion by

onstru ting its inverse.

Namely, to ea h bla k vertex in

rossing of type

CNN .

D

we need to produ e a

We do this as follows. Given a bla k vertex

whi h enters

CEE

or

d, there is a path (i ! ai ) on D

d by going south, and then leaves d going east.

(It is easy to see that

su h a path exists by tra ing ba kwards through the algorithm that dened the
map

.)

(i ! ai ) is an
d traveling west.

If the path
whi h enters

ex edan e, then

paths of weak ex edan es whi h
form a

rossing of type

onsider the unique path

! aj )

(j

This path must be a weak ex edan e, as it is only the

CEE, sin

ontain steps to the west. Moreover,

(i; j )

must

e the two paths interse t in an edge (and we have

seen that two paths whi h are both weak ex edan es may not interse t in an edge
more than on e).

(i ! ai ) is a non-ex edan e, then onsider the
! aj ) whi h enters d traveling north. Clearly this path must be

On the other hand, if the path
unique path

(j

a non-ex edan e, as it is only the paths of non-ex edan es whi h
north. Moreover,

(i; j ) must form a

rossing of type

interse t in a unique edge.
Therefore



is a bije tion between the set of

the set of bla k verti es in
This

D.

CNN , sin

ontain steps

e the two paths must

CEE- and CNN -

rossings in

,

and



ompletes the proof of Theorem 7.
4.

Permutation patterns

In this se tion we introdu e ne essary terminology and denitions that will be
used in the next se tion, where we

onstru t a bije tion

bije tion proves the equidistribution of
ti s in Denition 6 (alignments and

ertain linear

rossings) with

:

ertain linear

generalized permutation patterns, whi h we dene below. The
and the bije tion

 from Se

Sn ! Sn .

This

ombinations of the statisombinations of
omposition of

tion 2 then proves the equidistribution of our tableaux

statisti s (numbers of 0's, 1's and 2's) with the pattern statisti s to be dened here.

A lassi al permutation pattern p = p1 p2 : : : pk is simply a permutation, and an
o urren e of p in a permutation  = a1 a2 : : : an is a subsequen e ai1 ; ai2 ; : : : ; aik
of  (where i1 < i2 <    < ik ) whose letters are in the same relative order as in p.
For example, the permutation 416235 has two o

urren es of the pattern

namely the subsequen es 462 and 463.
In the literature, the pattern

(2 3 1)

write it here with dashes between

is usually denoted simply by

(2 3 1),
231.

We

onse utive letters in order to emphasize that

there are no restri tions on the distan e between the letters in a permutation that
form an o

urren e of the pattern. A

generalized pattern

is a pattern where some

pairs of adja ent letters may la k a dash between them. Su h an absen e indi ates
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that the

orresponding letters must be adja ent in an o

in a permutation.

For example, the pattern

(2 31)

o

urren e of the pattern

urs only on e in 416235,

namely as 462. In the subsequen e 463, whose letters are in the same relative order
as those of
an o

(2 31), the last two letters are not adja
(2 31).

ent in 416235 as required for

urren e of

The reason for writing patterns in parentheses is that we will

onsider them as

fun tions from the set of permutations to the natural numbers, where the value of
a pattern p on a permutation  is the number of dierent o urren es of p in  .
For example, if  = 416235, as above, then (2 3 1) = 2 and (2 31) = 1.
It is easy to see that there are exa tly twelve dierent patterns of length 3 with
one dash.

Six of these will be

(21 3), (31 2) and (32 1).

onsidered here, namely

(1 32), (2 31), (3 21),

These are all the patterns of length 3 with one dash

not separated by a dash are in de reasing order.
des ent in a permutation  = a1 a2 : : : an is an i su h that ai > ai+1 . We
that ai is a des ent top and ai+1 a des ent bottom. The set of des ent tops is

whose two letters
A
say

denoted destopset, and the set of des ent bottoms desbotset. Moreover, we let
destopsum be the sum of the elements of destopset, and likewise for desbotsum.

We now dene the linear

ombinations of patterns whose joint distribution on

permutations mat hes the distribution of 0's, 1's and 2's on permutation tableaux.

Denition 10.

Given a permutation

 , let


a( ) = (21 3) + (3 21) + (31 2)
b( ) = (2 31) + n

1 des ;


des 
() = (1 32) + (32 1)
:
2

It is important to note that sin e we will be
onsisting of

a, b,

shift,

by a

but not an essential modi ation.
It is also important to note that the sum
to desbotsum

(1 32)



onsidering the quadruple statisti

and the number of des ents, the terms

in the above denition only ee t a

des .



des 
;
2

des 
2



(1 32) + (32 1)

Namely, for ea h des ent

: : : yx : : :

in

in

,

is equal

the pattern

ounts the letters to the left of the des ent that are smaller than its des ent

x

bottom ( ). The letters to the right of the des ent, and smaller than
by

n 1 des 

and

onstant, of the statisti s involved,

(32 1),

so

Analogously, the sum
des ent tops

all
(21 3) + (3 21)

learly we are

t in  .

ounting

letters in
in

a



x, are

ounted

that are smaller than

equals the sum of

n

t

x.

over all

(31 2) in a, whi h sums the left embra ing numbers in , so alled
(31 2) ounts, for ea h letter x in , the des ents to the left of x that em-

This leaves
be ause
bra e
than
in

.

x, that is, where the letters of the des ent are larger and smaller, respe tively,
x. Analogously, the pattern (2 31) in b sums the right embra ing numbers

To be more pre ise, we dene the right embra ing number of ea h letter

(`), as the number of des

denoted rembr
that

x < ` < y.

ents

: : : yx : : :

to the right of

`

in

` in  ,
 su h
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Lemma 11. Let des be the number of des ents in a permutation , and let a(),
b( ) and ( ) be as above. Then
a( ) + b( ) + ( ) = (des +1)(n
Proof.

Ea h of the patterns involved in

or to the right of ea h des ent in
the letters in



.

a+b+

des 1):

ounts

Together they

ertain letters to the left

not belonging to the des ent itself. There are, of

letters for ea h des ent. Thus, the sum of all the patterns in

des (n 2).

Completing the proof now only requires a routine

Another bije tion

5.
We now des ribe the
permutation

onstru tion of a bije tion

 to a permutation 

the set of weak ex edan e tops in

i

in



be omes

CEE(i)

in



if

:

ourse,



al ulation.

Sn ! Sn

that takes a

 determines
ent bottoms in  determines

su h that the set of des ent tops in



and the set of des

the set of weak ex edan e bottoms in
of

 , all
n 2 su h
a( ) + b( ) + ( ) is

ount, for ea h des ent in

i

.

Moreover, the right embra ing number

is a wexbottom in



and be omes

CNN (i)

in



otherwise.
Re all the biword notation for permutations. For example, we write the permutation 31524 as

In order to

 0





31524 :
12345

() (where  2 Sn ),

onstru t



we rst



onstru t two biwords,

 0

f
f

g
f 0 g0
0
, and then form the biword  =
by on atenating f and g , and
g
fg
f 0 and g 0 , respe tively. The words f; f 0 ; g; g 0 are dened as follows (we will prove
and

later, in Theorem 12, that this is possible):



The letters of

f

onsist of the set obtained by adding 1 to ea h of the

des ent bottoms in



The letters of
in





and then adjoining the letter 1. The letters of

f

are

ordered in reasingly.



g

onsist of the set obtained from the non-des ent bottoms

by removing the letter

letters of

g

n

and adding 1 to the remaining letters. The

are ordered in reasingly.

The letters of

f0

onsist of the set obtained by subtra ting 1 from ea h of

 and then adjoining the letter n. The letters of f 0 are
0
ordered so that, for a in f , CEE (a) in  is the right embra ing number of
a in  . (Observe that CEE (a) only depends on the relative order of the
wextops in  , together with their orresponding wexbottoms.)
 The letters of g0 onsist of the set obtained by removing 1 from the set
of non-des ent tops in  and then subtra ting 1 from the remaining let0
0
ters. The letters of g are ordered so that, for a in g , CNN (a) is the right
embra ing number of a in  .
0
Rearranging the olumns of  , so that the bottom row is in in reasing order, we
obtain the permutation  =
() as the top row of the rearranged biword. Before
the des ent tops of

we prove that this
Let

an always be done in the way des ribed, we give an example.

 = 215896374.

Then



has

12
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Des ent bottoms: 1 3 4 6

Non-des ent bottoms: 2 5 7 8 9

Des ent tops:

Non-Des ent tops:

2 6 7 9

1 3 4 5 8

The right embra ing numbers are 2 for 5, 1 for 6 and 8, and 0 for all others:

21-5-8-963-74
2 1 1
We

onstru t a permutation with the

and the
and

orresponding nonzero values for

CNN (6) = CNN (8) = 1.

orresponding wexbottoms and wextops,

CEE

and

CNN , that is, with CEE (5) = 2

First, the wexbottoms are obtained by adding 1 to ea h

des ent bottom, and adjoining 1, whi h is always a wexbottom. The wextops are
obtained by subtra ting 1 from the des ent tops, and adjoining

n, whi

h is always

a wextop. Thus, we get

We

Wexbottoms: (1) 2 4 5 7

Non-wexbots: 3 6 8 9

Wextops:

Non-wextops: 2 3 4 7

1 5 6 8 (9)

onstru t the permutation in two parts, one for the weak ex edan es, the other

for the non-weak ex edan es.

CEE and CNN are su h that CEE only applies to pairs of
CNN only to pairs of non-weak ex edan es. We rst onstru t

Now, the denitions of
weak ex edan es, and

the weak ex edan e part of the permutation, by de iding where to pla e ea h of
the wextops, in the pla es given by the wexbots:

_ _ _ _ _
1 2 4 5 7
We start from the right, in pla e 7, whi h has a 0 asso iated to it (sin e rembr

0 in ).

(7) =

We need to put there the smallest number among the wextops that is at

least as large as 7 (otherwise,

CEE(7) would ex

eed 0 in the resulting permutation).

This is the number 8:

_ _ _ _ _8
1 2 4 5 7
This leaves the wextops 1, 5, 6, 9. The next pla e, 5, has a 2 asso iated to it
(sin e rembr

(5) = 2 in ), so we have to put there a wextop that it is bigger than

exa tly two of the remaining wextops that are at least as big as 5. This for es us
to make this 9 (and the two remaining wextops between 5 and 9 in size are 5 and
6).
We

ontinue in this way until we have pla ed all the wextops, in su h a way that

the values of

CEE

for the remaining pla es are 0, sin e 5 is the only letter among

the wexbottoms here with a nonzero right embra ing number in

:

1_ 6_ 5_ 9_ 8_
1 2 4 5 7
The non-wex part is done in a similar way, but starting from the left, and we
get:

2 3 4 7

PERMUTATION TABLEAUX AND PERMUTATION PATTERNS
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_ _ _ _
3 6 8 9
Observe that

CNN (6) = CNN (8) = 1

and

CNN (3) = CNN (9) = 0,

Con atenating these two biwords, and sorting the
in in reasing order, the permutation we obtain is
We now prove that the above pro edure

as required.

olumns to get the bottom row

(215896374) = 162593847.

an always be

arried out in the way

des ribed.

Theorem 12. Let

0 () be the set obtained from

desbotset( ) by adding 1 to
ea h of its elements, and adjoining the letter 1.
Let dt0 ( ) be the set obtained from destopset( ) by subtra ting 1 from ea h of
its elements, and adjoining the letter n.
For a permutation  let wb( ) be the set of weak ex edan e bottoms of  and let
wt( ) be the set of weak ex edan e tops of  .
The map
des ribed above is well dened, and has the following properties,
where  = ( ):
0
(i) wb( ) = db ( ),
0
(ii) wt( ) = dt ( ),
(iii) CEE ( ) + CNN ( ) = rembr( ).
Moreover, is a bije tion.

Proof.
unless

Re all that

db

CEE (i) = 0 unless i is an ex

i is a non-ex

edan e bottom, and that

CNN (i) = 0

edan e bottom.

b1 ; b2 ; : : : ; b` , ordered so that b` <    < b2 < b1 .
( ), that is, b1. Suppose the embra ing number of
b1 in  is e1 . Then there are at least e1 des ent tops in  that are larger than b1 .
Thus, by the onstru tion of wt( ) from the des ent top set of  , there are at least
e1 +1 elements x in wt( ) su h that b1  x. So, we an nd an element t1 in wt( )
su h that wt( ) ontains pre isely e1 elements x satisfying b1  x  t1 . Setting
 (b1 ) = t1 guarantees that CEE (b1 ) = e1 in  .
Look next at b2 , the se ond largest element in wb( ). Suppose its embra ing
number in  is e2 . There are then at least e2 + 1 elements x in wt( ) su h that
b2  x. However, one of these elements is t1 , whi h has already been pla ed to
the right of pla e b2 in  , and so t1 annot ontribute to CEE (b) in  . But, b1 + 1
is a des ent bottom in  and so its orresponding des ent top, d, must be larger
than b1 + 1 and hen e larger than b2 . Thus, b2 annot be embra ed by the des ent
: : : d(b1 + 1) : : : in  . Hen e, the embra ing number of b2 in  an be at most one
less than the number of elements x in wt( ) satisfying b2  x. We an therefore
nd an element t2 6= t1 in wt( ) su h that pre isely e2 of the elements x in wt( )
apart from t1 satisfy b2  x  t2 .
An analogous argument shows that the embra ing number of bi in  an be at
most N + 1
i, where N is the number of elements x in wt( ) with bi  x. We
an thus pla e ea h of the elements ti of wt( ) in  so that CEE (bi ) in  equals
rembr(bi ) in  .

( )

Let the letters of wb

be

Look at the largest letter in wb

In parti ular, ea h pla ement a

ording to the above algorithm will result in the

reation of a weak ex edan e. Namely,
than or equal to the

k -th

learly the

k -th largest wexbottom is smaller

largest wextop. Thus, by indu tion, sin e we

onsider
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the wexbots in de reasing order, the largest wextop unused at ea h stage of the
algorithm is greater than or equal to the wexbottom being
To

onstru t the subword of



onsidered.

onsisting of non-wextops, we pro eed in a similar

way, ex ept that we start from the smallest non-wexbottom. At ea h stage, for the
non-wexbottom

e

elements

x

bi

we nd a non-wextop

d

d < x < bi for pre
e = rembr(bi ) in  .

that satises

among the remaining non-wextops, where

isely
The

argument showing that this is always possible, and that ea h pla ement results in a
non-weak ex edan e, is analogous to the

ase of the weak ex edan e subword, and

is omitted.
To prove that
a map from

is a bije tion, it su es to show that it is inje tive, sin e it is

Sn to itself.

From the denition of

Let
it is

1

and

2

lear that

be two permutations with

1

and

2

(1 ) = (2 ).

must have the same des ent tops

and des ent bottoms and also the same right embra ing numbers for ea h letter. It
follows from the proof of Theorem 4 in [2, p. 249℄ that a permutation is uniquely
determined by its sets of des ent bottoms and tops, respe tively, together with the
right embra ing numbers of its letters. Thus, we must have
In fa t, the proof of Theorem 4 in [2℄

 1 = 2 .

an be applied dire tly to our situation

with trivial modi ations, and yields a des ription of the inverse of

() is the sum of all the wexbottoms in .

Re all that wexbotsum

orollary of Theorem 12 requires only straightforward

Corollary 13.
wextopsum
wexbotsum

() =
() =

.



The following

al ulations.

 + n des ;
desbotsum  + des  + 1:

destopsum

We will use the following two lemmas, the rst one proved by Corteel [5℄, in our
proofs of the equidistribution results between our tableaux statisti s and permutation statisti s.

Lemma 14 (Corteel [5℄). Let wex, AEE , ANN , AEN , ANE , CEE, CNN be as above.
Then

AEE + ANN + AEN + ANE + CEE + CNN = (wex 1)(n wex):
Lemma 15.
  

n
n wex
AEN =
(1)
+ wex wextopsum;
2
2


wex
ANE = wexbotsum
(2)
:
2
Proof.

Equation (1) is equivalent to

AEN + wextopsum wex =

 

n



2

n



wex
:
2

ounts all pairs (i; j ), with
1  i < j  n, ex ept those for whi h neither of i and j is a weak ex edan e.
Re all that AEN ounts the pairs (i; j ) su h that j  aj < ai < i. Ea h su h pair

We will show that the sum in the left-hand-side above

an be des ribed as
that is larger than
We

w

an interpret

w in the permutation, and a non-wextop
w.

onsisting of a wextop
and to the right of

(wextopsum wex) as the sum, over all wextops, of the size

of the wextop, minus 1. Counting this for ea h wextop

w

an be done by

ounting
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w.
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Doing this for all

ounting all pairs of letters in the permutation that either

onsist of two wextops, or a wextop and a non-wextop, where the wextop is the
larger of the two.
Therefore

AEN

the permutation,

and

(wextopsum wex)

ex ept

those

impossible to have a non-wextop

z>
 w.)
n
2

together

z

and a wextop

Equation 2

su h that

z

is left of

n

an be proved in a similar manner.



wex
, whi h
2

Sn is of

w

and

ourse

ompletes the proof.



an now prove the main results about the equidistribution implied by the

bije tion

.

Theorem 16. Let  = (). We have

des 
(31 2)


des 
(21 3) + (3 21)
2
(2 31)


des 
(1 32) + (32 1)
2

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Proof.

w

The total number of pairs of letters in a permutation in

, and the number of pairs of non-wexbots is

We

ount all pairs of letters in

onsisting of two non-wextops. (Observe that it is

= wex  1;
= AEE + ANN ;
= AEN ;
= CEE + CNN ;
= ANE :

Equations (3) and (6) follow dire tly from Theorem 12, sin e

sum of the right embra ing numbers for all the letters in

.

(2 31) is the

We will prove (5) here;

the proof of (7) is analogous and is omitted. Having done this, Equation (4) follows
from the other four identites in the present theorem, together with Lemmas 14
and 11 and routine

al ulations.

To prove Equation (5), observe that

This is be
top

(21 3) + (3 21) = n  des  destopsum :
ause (21 3) + (3 21) ounts the letters in  larger than the des

b for ea

h des ent

: : : ba : : : in  .

in the equation above

n  des 

A

an be rewritten as follows:

destopsum

= n  des 

By Lemma 15, this is equal to



n  des  + AEN 

wex 

whi h, in turn, is equal to

wextopsum

 

n

2

 

+





n

wex 
2

+n



des :

+ n des ;


(des  + 1)
+ n des :
2
2

des 
To show that this last expression is equal to AEN  +
is straightforward.
2
AEN  + n  des 

ent

ording to Corollary 13, the right-hand-side

(des  + 1)

n

+

n

Note that Equations (4) and (5) together imply that

(31 2) + (21 3) + (3 21)





des
= AEE  + ANN  + AEN :
2

This, together with Theorem 7, leads to the following

orollary.
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Corollary 17. Let T (d; a; b; ) be the set of permutation tableaux with d + 1 rows
and (n d 1) olumns, whi h are lled with pre isely a 0's, b 1's and 2's. Let
P (d; a; b; ) be the set of all permutations  2 Sn , su h that
 d = des(),

 a = [(31 2) + (21 3) + (3 21)℄  des2  ,
 b = (2 31) + n 1 des , 
 = [(1 32) + (32 1)℄  des2  .
Then jT (d; a; b; )j = jP (d; a; b; )j.
6.

Enumeration results

One ni e appli ation of permutation tableaux is that they fa ilitate enumeration of permutations a

ording to various statisti s. This is be ause permutation

tableaux satisfy a rather simple re urren e, whi h we now explain.

 = (1 ; : : : ; k ). Let F (p; q ) be the polynomial in p and q su h
ps q t is the number of valid llings of the Young diagram Y
s 0's and t 1's. As Figure 7 illustrates, there is a simple re urren e

Fix a partition
that the
whi h
for

oe ient of

ontain

F (p; q ).

Expli itly, any valid lling of






 is obtained in one of the following ways:

1 and whose other entries are 0
(k 1)st olumn of a valid lling of (1 1; 2 1; : : : ; k 1);
adding a 1 to the end of the bottom row of a valid lling of the shape
(1 ; 2 ; : : : ; k 1 ; k 1);
adding an all-zero row of length k 1 to a valid lling of (1 ; : : : ; k 1 ).
inserting a

olumn whose bottom entry is

after the

Thus, we have the following re urren e.

Proposition 18.
F (p; q ) = pk 1 qF(1 1;2 1;:::;k

0
0
0
* * 1

or

1)

(p; q) + qF(1 ;2 ;:::;k 1 ;k 1) (p; q)
+ pk F(1 ;:::;k

*
*
*
* * 1

or

Figure 7. Re urren e for

It is straightforward to

ompute

F (p; q )

when

1)

(p; q):

*
*
*
0 0 0

F (p; q )
k

(the number of rows of

)

is

small. Here are the rst two formulas.

Proposition 19.

F(1 ) (p; q ) = q 1 :
F(1 ;2 ) (p; q ) = q 1 1 p2 +1 + q 1 1 [2℄p;q2 +1 :

[2℄p;q is the p; q-analog of 2. Re all that the p; q-analog
n is pn 1P+ pn 2 q + pn 3 q 2 +    + q n 1 , denoted [n℄p;q .
k(n k) jj , where  ranges over all partitions
Let Dk;n (p; q; r ) :=
 F (p; q )r
ontained in a k  (n
k ) re tangle. By Theorem 7, Dk;n (p; q; r) enumerates
In the above expression,

of the number
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ording to the number of weak ex edan es, several kinds of align-

rossings. And by Corollary 17,

Dk;n (p; q; r)

ording to the number of des ents and o

enumerates permutations

urren es of various generalized pat-

terns. Therefore it would be ni e to get an expli it expression for

F (p; q )

Dk;n (p; q; r),

for


k  (n k ) re tangle.
For xed small k , it is not too di ult to ompute the generating fun tion
P
Dk (p; q; r; x) := n Dk;n (p; q; r)xn . Here are the rst few formulas. Note that
it is easy to determine what the denominator should be for Dk (p; q; r; x), but the

example by solving expli itly for

and then by summing over partitions

ontained in a

numerator is signi antly more

Proposition 20.
D1 (p; q; r; x) =
D2 (p; q; r; x) =
D3 (p; q; r; x) =

x

1 qx
(1 pqx)(1

x2
qrx)(1

q [2℄p;q x)

x3 (1 + pq 2 x p3 q 2 rx2 2p2 q 3 rx2 pq 4 rx2 )
p2 qx)(1 pqrx)(1 qr2 x)(1 pq [2℄p;q x)(1 qr[2℄p;q x)(1

(1
One

ompli ated.

q [3℄p;q x)

an derive these formulas by either using the methodology outlined above

(i.e. by summing

F (p; q )),

or else by translating the problem of enumerating per-

mutation tableaux into a problem about enumerating ertain weighted latti e paths,
and then by enumerating these latti e paths. In order to sket h the latter method,
let us dene a
neath some

1.

bad

a bad zero in the
zero in the

rth

zero in a permutation tableau to be a

Note that if some

rth

olumn

row, then every

C

0 whi

h lies dire tly under-

in a permutation tableau

olumn to the left of

C

Tnk

must also

ontains
ontain a

row.

In the latti e path method for enumeration of permutation tableaux, we asso iate
to ea h permutation tableau

Tnk a weighted latti e path L = fLi gni

=1

onsisting of

n steps in the plane, whi h must be of the following types: (1; 1) (a northeast step),
(1; 0) (an east step), and (1; j ), where 1  j  k 1 (a southeast step). Ea h step
Li in the latti e path represents the step Pi in the partition path fPi gni=1 . (Re all
that the partition path follows the shape of the partition Y and travels from the
northeast orner to the southwest orner of the k  (n
k ) re tangle ontaining
Tnk .) The steps (1; 1) in L orrespond to verti al steps in the partition path, and
have weight x. A step (1; 0) in L orresponds to a horizontal step in the partition
k
path su h that the orresponding olumn C of Tn does not introdu e any bad zeros
(ex ept those that were for ed by bad zeros to the right of C ). Su h a step has
a b
weight p q r x, where a, b, and
are the numbers of 0's, 1's, and 2's, respe tively,
in olumn C . (Note that a + b + = k .) Finally, a step (1; j ) in L orresponds to
k
a horizontal step in the partition path su h that the orresponding olumn C of Tn
introdu es exa tly j new bad zeros (that were not for ed by bad zeros in olumns to
a b
the right of C ). As before, su h a step has weight p q r x, where a, b, and are the
numbers of 0's, 1's, and 2's, respe tively, in olumn C . Observe that the height of
any point in the latti e path L is equal to the number of boxes of the orresponding
olumn of

Tnk whi h

an be lled with either a

0 or a 1.

By asso iating weighted
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latti e paths to permutation tableaux in this way, we
the generating fun tions
Now we will give
Let

an fa ilitate

Dk (p; q; r; x) for small k .

omplete results about a

Ek;n (q ) := Dk;n (1; q; 1).

omputation of

ertain spe ialization of

An expli it formula for

Ek;n (q )

Dk;n (p; q; r).

was found in [9℄; the

proof utilized a re urren e similar to that in Proposition 18.

Theorem 21 (Williams [9℄).
k

1

2 X
( 1)i [k
Ek;n (q ) = q n k

i=0

i℄n q ki k

 





n k i
n
q +
i
i 1

:

The polynomials above have many ni e properties. It was observed in [9℄ that
if one renormalizes
a new

q -analog

Ek;n (q )

by dening

E^k;n (q ) := q k n Ek;n (q ),

of the Eulerian numbers (distin t from Carlitz'

of the Eulerian numbers [4℄).
to the binomial

Furthermore,

E^k;n (q )

E^k;n (q ) is
q -analog
q = 1; 0; 1

then

lassi al

spe ializes at

oe ients, the Narayana numbers, and the Eulerian numbers.

E^k;n (q ) = E^n+1 k;n (q ). It was shown more re
^k;n (q) naturally relate to the ASEP
polynomials E

Additionally,

ently by Corteel [5℄

that the

model in statisti al

physi s.
Table 1 lists

E^k;n (q ) for n = 4; 5; 6; 7.

Theorem 21 together with Corollary 17 implies the following result.

Corollary 22. The number of permutations in Sn with k 1 des ents and m
o urren es of the pattern (2 31) is equal to the oe ient of q m in
E^k;n (q ) = q
This result was rst

k2

k 1
X
i=0

omplete

(the two
of

tively).

For the polynomials
fun tions are known. It
is equal to

 



n k i
n
q +
i
i 1



:

E^k;n (q ) is the rst known polynomial expression whi

h

distribution of a permutation pattern of length greater than 2

ases of length 2

[n℄!, respe

i℄n q ki

onje tured by the authors of this paper, and rst proved

by Corteel [5℄. The formula
gives the

(

1)i [k

orrespond to the Eulerian numbers and the

E^k;n (q ),

both ordinary and

an be shown [9℄ that

1
X
i=0

q

i2 +i+1

oe ients

ontinued fra tion generating

E (q; x; y ) :=

P
n kE
^k;n (q)yk xn
n;k q

y i (q 2i+1 y )
:
(qi qi+1 [i℄x + [i℄xy)

Additionally, Corteel [5℄ used results of Clark, Steingrímsson, and Zeng [2℄ to
show the following:

Theorem 23 (Corteel [5℄).
E^ (q; x; y ) =

1
1 b0 x

1 b1 x

1 x 2

;
2 x2

1 b2 x

3 x 2
..
.

PERMUTATION TABLEAUX AND PERMUTATION PATTERNS

E^1;4 (q )
E^2;4 (q )
E^3;4 (q )
E^4;4 (q )
E^1;5 (q )
E^2;5 (q )
E^3;5 (q )
E^4;5 (q )
E^5;5 (q )
E^1;6 (q )
E^2;6 (q )
E^3;6 (q )
E^4;6 (q )
E^5;6 (q )
E^6;6 (q )
E^1;7 (q )
E^2;7 (q )
E^3;7 (q )
E^4;7 (q )
E^5;7 (q )
E^6;7 (q )
E^7;7 (q )
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1
6 + 4q + q2
6 + 4q + q2
1
1
10 + 10q + 5q2 + q3
20 + 25q + 15q2 + 5q3 + q4
10 + 10q + 5q2 + q3
1
1
15 + 20q + 15q2 + 6q3 + q4
50 + 90q + 84q2 + 50q3 + 21q4 + 6q5 + q6
50 + 90q + 84q2 + 50q3 + 21q4 + 6q5 + q6
15 + 20q + 15q2 + 6q3 + q4
1
1
21 + 35q + 35q2 + 21q3 + 7q4 + q5
105 + 245q + 308q2 + 259q3 + 161q4 + 77q5 + 28q6 + 7q7 + q8
175+441q +588q2 +532q3 +364q4 +196q5 +84q6 +28q7 +7q8 + q9
105 + 245q + 308q2 + 259q3 + 161q4 + 77q5 + 28q6 + 7q7 + q8
21 + 35q + 35q2 + 21q3 + 7q4 + q5
1
Table 1.

E^k;n (q )

where bn = y [n + 1℄q + [n℄q , n = y [n℄2q , and [n℄q = 1 + q +    + q n 1 .
Finally, we remark that, up to a shift by a

onstant, the bistatisti

ounting the

number of rows and number of 0's in permutation tableaux has the Euler-Mahonian
distribution, that is, it has the same distribution as the number of des ents and
the

major index

for permutations (the major index is the sum of the pla es of the

des ents in a permutation). Note rst that the statisti
stripped of

des
2



(whi h is a

onstant when

a

in Corollary 17, when

onsidering a xed number of des ents),

has the same distribution as the statisti
(8)
This is be ause the statisti

(1 32) + (32 1) + (2 31):
in (8) is obtained by taking the reverse

omplement of

(31 2)+(21 3)+(3 21), that is, by reversing ea h of the patterns and
then repla ing ea h letter i by 4
i. Doing the same with ea h permutation in Sn
(with 4 repla ed by n + 1) is a bije tion from Sn to itself, and this bije tion learly
proves the equidistribution of (31 2) + (21 3) + (3 21) with (1 32) + (32 1) +
(2 31), even when ea h statisti is taken jointly with the number of des ents (whi h
is invariant under reverse omplement). The statisti (1 32) + (32 1) + (2 31) is

the statisti
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equal to the statisti
Zeilberger [6℄ that

mak, as pointed out in [1℄, and it was shown by Foata and

(des; mak) has the Euler-Mahonian distribution.

Be ause the bistatisti

1

ounting number of rows and number of 0's has the Euler-

Dk;n (p; 1; 1) is essentially Carlitz' lassi al
Dk;n (p; q; r) genal q -analog of the Eulerian numbers and the new q -analog of

Mahonian distribution, the spe ialization

q -analog of

the Eulerian numbers [4℄. Therefore the polynomials

eralize both the

lassi

the Eulerian numbers found in [9℄.
7.

Open problems

The bije tions taking permutation tableaux to permutations seem to have several
properties that merit further investigation. We list a few of these, along with some
other open problems.
(1) Find an expli it expression for

Dk;n (p; q; r).
essential if it is the topmost one

(2) We say that a 1 in a permutation tableau is
in its

olumn or the leftmost 1 in its row. A tableau is determined by its

essential 1's: all the other 1's are determined by these, be ause of

ondition

(2) in the denition of a permutation tableau. What do the essential 1's
orrespond to in the
We

orresponding permutation?

onje ture that the distribution of permutation tableau a

the number of essential 1's is equal to that for number of

ording to

y les in per-

mutations. This distribution is the same as that for Left-to-Right minima.
Moreover, we

onje ture that the joint distribution of tableaux a

ording to

the number of rows and the number of essential 1's equals that of permutations a

ording to des ents and Left-to-Right-minima. That bistatisti , in

turn, has the same distribution as the number of weak ex edan es and the
number of

y les of a permutation, when written in standard

(3) The number of 0's in a tableau

y le form.

orresponds to the total number of o

(3 21), (21 3)

ur-

(31 2). It is easy to see that
these patterns have the same distributions as (1 32), (32 1) and (2 31),
ren es of the patterns

and

respe tively. To prove this, simply reverse ea h permutation in
partition the 0's in a tableau into two sets, one
of

(3 21) + (21 3) and the other to o

the rst one of these sets would

Sn . Can we

orresponding to o

urren es of

(31 2)?

urren es

Observe that

orrespond to des ent tops and the se ond

one to left embra ings. Thus, these sets would be symmetri

ounterparts

of 2's and 1's respe tively, although this symmetry is not transparent in
the tableaux.
(4) The ree tion of a permutation tableau

Tnk

in its north-east/south-west

diagonal yields a permutation tableau if and only if

Tnk has a 1 in ea h row.

That is equivalent to the asso iated permutation being xed point free.

Whi h permutation is asso iated to the ree ted tableau (that tableau is
also xed point free be ause it has a 1 in ea h row)?
(5) A permutation tableau

T

must have at least one 1 in ea h

has only this minimum number of 1's, then the
that is,
1

1

((T )), has no o

A tually, the statisti

olumn. If it

orresponding permutation,

urren es of the pattern

(2 31).

(1 32) + (32 1) + (2 31) is a slight variation

It has been

on mak, as dened by

Foata and Zeilberger, but is easily seen to have the same distribution when taken together with
the number of des ents. Foata and Zeilberger's mak is a tually equal to the statisti
in [1, Table 1℄

alled makl

PERMUTATION TABLEAUX AND PERMUTATION PATTERNS
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shown (see [3℄), that permutations avoiding this pattern are enumerated by
the Catalan numbers. Is there a bije tion from these tableaux to any of the
well known obje ts enumerated by Catalan numbers, su h as Dy k paths?
(6) Find a better des ription of the bije tion

.
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